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a b s t r a c t

One of the main targets of criticism of head-mounted displays (HMDs) is the field of view (FOV)
size, whether in virtual or augmented reality. This limitation is prominent with optical see-through
head-mounted displays (OST-HMD), as those with narrow overlay FOV (OFOV) sizes only provide a
small window to view virtual objects. We investigated if restricting this OFOV negatively affects a
user’s ability to memorize spatial locations in a simulation of a work environment, and consequently,
long-term memory transfer to an equivalent scenario in the real world two days later. To find empirical
evidence, we conducted a within-subjects experiment with 18 participants performing in three phases
with an OST-HMD, simulated on an immersive HMD. For each phase, they viewed the training scenario
with a different OFOV size of the augmentable area (30◦, 70◦, 110◦ diagonal). Results from recall tests
showed that smaller OFOV size did not significantly affect user’s performance on both short-term and
transfer tests, but HMD data revealed that users rotated their heads less with a 110◦ OFOV. We also
found that proximity of objects to memorize had an interaction effect with smaller OFOV sizes. Our
findings could have implications on the design and HMD choices of augmented training.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

Current technologies like virtual and augmented reality (VR,
R) have been used to facilitate training sessions by simulat-
ng the work environment [1,2], in case of inaccessibility of the
orkspace or lack of training space. Skills like spatial awareness
nd understanding rely on the quality of spatial information,
hich makes AR or VR viable training platforms. For example,
stronauts need to be aware of the changing spatial orientation as
hey perform tasks under the influence of lower gravity [3]. Some
asks require memorizing the layout of the space, then transfer-
ing the retained information in another form and location [4,5],
otentially reallocating time from memorization to other critical
perations. The visual designs of AR/VR environments and appro-
riate placement of task information in the scene should then be
onsidered to support positive training transfer (i.e., continuous
nd efficient performance [6]) to the actual task.
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Viewing such information should suit our human eyes, which
have a binocular field of view (FOV) at 114◦ horizontally [7].
Off-the-shelf head-mounted displays (HMDs) offer different FOVs.
In particular, optical see-through head mounted displays (OST-
HMDs) have significantly smaller FOV than immersive (non-see-
through) HMDs, which means less space to augment information
or virtual objects. To clarify, the FOV we refer to here is the
overlay FOV (OFOV), different from the FOV of the world, which
is usually much larger. For example, Microsoft HoloLens has 34◦

and 52◦ diagonal OFOV for the first and second generations,
respectively,1 while Meta 2 has a 90◦ horizontal OFOV.2 On the
other hand, immersive HMDs have a much larger FOV, e.g., 110◦

of the HTC Vive3 or 200◦ of the Pimax Vision 8K X.4 Since
different HMDs provide different FOV sizes, we would like to
investigate whether the OFOV size affects the memorization of

1 https://web.archive.org/web/20200922182626/https://www.wired.com/
tory/microsoft-hololens-2-headset, accessed 28 May 2021.
2 http://web.archive.org/web/20181120212212/http://buy.metavision.com:
0/products/meta2, accessed 19 August 2021.
3 https://web.archive.org/web/20210516235847/https://www.vive.com/eu/
roduct/vive/, accessed 19 August 2021.
4 http://web.archive.org/web/20210812021035/https://pimax.com/product/
ision-8k-x/, accessed 19 August 2021.
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Fig. 1. The participant’s egocentric view (left-eye camera) while performing the memorization task, in three different levels of overlay field of view (OFOV ) (a–c,
blue outline was not visible to the participants). The training was conducted in a virtual environment (d, top) with a blank background and floor, while the transfer
environment (d, bottom) in the real world used a green curtain backdrop and floor. The panel boards were visible in the same way across all three OFOV sizes. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
spatial relationships. Various studies showed that limiting a user’s
OFOV will negatively affect their ability to memorize the layout of
the environment [4,8] and time to navigate the environment [9].
Intuitively, one would expect a small OFOV to, similarly, neg-
atively affect the user as it truncates the view of the virtual
objects. The limited OFOV could also lead to partial loss of infor-
mation that lies outside it, further hindering the learning process.
However, this effect could be counteracted by the increased fo-
cus users need to exert to memorize the locations when they
are not visible all the time under a smaller OFOV. Furthermore,
users focus primarily on the object at the center of the visual
field [10], limiting the benefits a larger OFOV could have on the
memorization task. We specifically chose memorizing two virtual
objects because their distance would affect the way they are
viewed with an HMD with a restricted FOV. We see the benefit
of exploring this task on operations like gaze-free control, faster
search, and cross-checking of spatial information. Furthermore,
some operations in the real world involve both immensity and
complexity like circuitry and cable work, where memorizing the
connection between two points are necessary.

We conducted a within-subjects experiment (N = 18) that
investigates the effects of the size of the OFOV on a user’s ability
to memorize locations of interest. As we did not have access to
a large FOV OST-HMD, we utilize a simulation of an OST-HMD
in VR that allows us to explore FOVs not currently possible on
most commercial OST-HMDs. Such simulations of AR have been
shown to provide results similar to those conducted on the actual
device [11] and have been used to study navigation techniques
for OST-HMDs [12]. We simulate three OFOVs (30◦, 70◦, 110◦,
measured diagonally, as seen in Fig. 1). For each OFOV partici-
pants had to memorize the locations of 15 target pairs over the
course of four memorization tasks. Each memorization task was
followed by a recall task to monitor the participants’ progress.
Finally, we evaluated retention on a transfer task two days later
in a real environment resembling the virtual training scenario
(Fig. 1d). Our results show no significant difference among the
OFOV sizes in terms of correct responses during the recall tasks
as well as the transfer task. However, the recorded HMD rotation
data revealed that participants had the least amount of overall
rotation in the 110◦ condition, which lessens potential physical
strain and reduces overall memorization time.

The contributions of our work are as follows:

• We conduct an empirical study and gather subjective feed-
back about the relationship between OFOV in OST-HMDs

and spatial memory,

2

• We provide insights about the relevance the OFOV of an
HMD has in influencing the way a user perceives and carries
out a task, particularly highlighting the issue of incomplete
perception of the virtual objects even when the real world
is fully shown in an OST-HMD setup.

• We highlight observations made on spatial memorization
that could have implications on the design of HMD-based
simulations as training environments (e.g., trainees exert
less head rotation on large OFOVs, the proximity of virtual
objects as training stimuli is important).

• We present results and findings relevant to the discussion of
whether or not designers should be wary about the OFOV to
support the training process.

2. Related work

Applications in AR and VR have demonstrated their potential
of assisting many spatial tasks and improving the spatial skills of
users, such as spatial memorization. In many studies, however,
the FOV of the AR and VR devices have been commonly cited as
a factor affecting the development of such applications and the
users’ performance.

In this section, we review prior explorations of AR and VR for
spatial memorization. We follow it up with a discussion of effects
a limited FOV could have on users and ways to mitigate it.

2.1. Spatial memorization in AR and VR

Benefits of AR and VR to learning have been studied exten-
sively, showing that both can support memorization [13–17]. It is
important to note that the amount of time passed before short-
term and long-term recall tests varies depending on the study [14,
18–21]. Generally, short-term memory recall is considered to
happen immediately after a memorization task (within 30 s)
while long-term recall refers to any event where the memory is
probed at a later time.

The efficiency of the learning process can be affected by dif-
ferent parameters, such as the number of dimensions of the
environment [22], the number of repetitions and items to remem-
ber [21], or the presence of landmarks [23,24], which was found
to be more beneficial for learning the location of elements than a
grid layout.

Although it is more difficult to memorize items distributed
in a 3D space over 2D [22], the 3D nature of the experience
has been shown to be beneficial for the loci memorization tech-
nique [16,17]. This technique associates locations the user is

familiar with to pieces of information. When trying to memorize
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he information, the user creates a mental walkpath between the
ifferent locations, recollecting the information as they continue
n the path. This integration of spatial information can assist the
etention process.

Others explored how directly augmenting the environment
y overlaying the content associated with the location onto it,
ould be beneficial for the learning process. Gacem et al. [14]
ompared the effects of different confirmation and highlighting
echniques on learning the spatial location of elements around
he user, but did not investigate the FOV. In a similar study,
aluya et al. [13] compared learning of spatial locations in AR
nd VR, and found that VR resulted in better short-term recall,
hile AR led to better long-term memorization. They also noted
hat although participants were asked to stand at a pre-defined
ocation, they tended to step backwards in both environments to
ncrease their view of the world. One potential explanation for
his behavior is the limited OFOV of only 30◦ in both conditions.
ontrary to these works we want to investigate the effects of
ifferent OFOV sizes, while the user has an unconstrained view
f the scene.

.2. Effects of FOV restriction

Constraining the user’s FOV has been shown to result in re-
uced performances in a variety of tasks related to spatial aware-
ess, such as search [25,26], inspection [27], navigation [9,28,29],
riving and flying [30,31], as well as retention of the explored
nvironment [4,32,33].
However, as noted, by Lin et al. [33], this is not universally the

ase. For example, in their study increasing the FOV beyond 100◦

id not result in improved memorization of a space while driv-
ng. Supporting this observation, Knapp and Loomis [34] found
hat a smaller FOV did not significantly affect depth estima-
ion, while Hassan et al. [29] showed that small FOV angles
ould be sufficient to navigate a scene with high contrast. Ragan
t al. [35] found that a larger FOV significantly improved training
esults of a search task in VR, but did not result in a signifi-
ant difference during assessment. Similarly, Kishishita et al. [36]
ound that when two tasks (search and puzzle solving) compete
or attention, a larger FOV did not lead to an improvement in
earch performance. These observations show that although gen-
rally a larger FOV results in improved performance, it ultimately
epends on the task at hand.
Several techniques have been explored to reduce the afore-

entioned negative effects of the FOV restriction by the HMD
ousing. Some techniques mitigate it by incorporating LEDs and
ow-resolution displays to provide information about the oc-
luded areas [37–39]. Others approached this as a
iew-management problem and indicate the existence of oc-
luded objects via in-view or in-situ labeling [36], or screen edge
ndicators [37,40]. Both approaches have been shown to effec-
ively assist users in maintaining awareness of objects occluded
y the housing of the HMD, however indications with CG bear the
enefit of being easily deployable on existing hardware, without
eed for customization.

.3. Our motivation

Our review of related work showed that although many pa-
ers explored the effects of the FOV on user performance, these
sually focused on reduction of the overall FOV, not only the
ugmentable portion of the FOV. If the user’s view of the envi-
onment remains the same, their information of the scene layout
s not affected by the OFOV. As such, users could memorize the
nformation presented on the OFOV relative to the environment,

educing the benefits a larger OFOV. While different papers have

3

considered the benefits of different parameters in AR and VR
on memorizing locations, they did not investigate what effects
a limitation of the OFOV would have on the results. As such, our
goal is to determine if the intuitive assumption that a larger OFOV
size leads to better memorization results truly holds.

3. Experiment

When this OFOV size changes, the available contents in AR
that can be seen without moving the viewport also change. We
hypothesized that the FOV will have no impact on memorizing a
single location consecutively as we tend to focus on that location.
This meant that the size of the OFOV would at best impact search
performance. As such, we considered a task where the larger
OFOV could present a benefit, such as circuitry work. Thus, we
designed a spatial memory test viewed on an HMD where the
OFOV size can be changed.

We considered the short-term performance of users when
exposed to many and successive iterations of memory stimuli.
Previous studies [13,14] showed that participants memorized
more locations over multiple iterations of learning the locations.
Furthermore, most studies mentioned in related work conducted
memory tests immediately after and on the same location. We
want to further explore the retention of memorized informa-
tion through longer time (i.e., days after) and through relocation
(i.e., training transfer to the real world) as knowledge gained in
VR may not be fully applicable when transferring to a different
environment [41].

The primary instruction for the participants was to memorize
the location of 15 target pairs shown during thememorization task
and recall their location in the following short-term recall task.
We chose 15 as the number of items based on preliminary tests,
presenting a challenging task which helped us avoid a potential
ceiling effect. Thus, we did not expect participants to memorize
all items. The memorization and recall tasks were all conducted
in the virtual environment. Participants performed the memo-
rization and recall tasks with an immersive HMD, where we
modify the view with a different OFOV size for each experiment
phase (Fig. 2). We asked participants to take part in an additional
transfer task conducted 2 days later on the physical counterpart
of the virtual environment.

3.1. Hypotheses

When we designed the experiment, we had the following
hypotheses about the impact of OFOV size would have on some
aspects of efficient training: the speed of the training, subsequent
mastery of the skill, the economy of trainees’ motion, and the
satisfaction of the trainees when using the training application.

H1: Smaller OFOV sizes will result in lower scores in recall
and transfer tasks.

For H1, we compare the test scores between OFOV sizes. As
xperiments on spatial memory in VR involve training transfer to
different environment [5,42], we made a distinction between

he repeated training within the same environment (HMD) and
he transfer to the real world 2 days after. Thus, this hypothesis
an be divided as follows.
H1A: Smaller OFOV sizes result in lower test scores in short-

erm recall tasks.
As the trainees can view the training objects more fully on

arge OFOV sizes, they can view two target pairs simultaneously
ith ease. Furthermore, we hypothesize that trainees may be
ore prone to error and mislocate the missing targets when

he view is truncated or discontinued when the OFOV sizes are
maller.
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Fig. 2. Experiment procedure showing the order of events for one participant over the course of seven days. Each color on the Stage row represents a different
phase of the experiment. Furthermore, the levels of OFOV are also different for every tutorial and training stage. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
igure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
H1B: Smaller OFOV sizes result in worse retention, leading
o lower scores on the transfer task.

In a similar argument, targets memorized in smaller OFOV
izes would have a weaker mapping of the target pairs because
he trainees would only see them partially. Consequently, this
eaker mapping would mean key information would be missing
e.g., forgetting at least one of the target pair’s locations), which
ould negatively affect training transfer.
H2: Target pairs that are close to each other are better
emorized, thus, scores coming from adjacent target pairs are
igher than far target pairs.
Controlling the distance between the two targets contributes

o the necessity of having a specific OFOV size. We hypothesize
hat small OFOVs may not be enough to completely view two Far
argets conveniently without moving one’s head. On the other
and, target pairs like Adjacent ones may register immediately

making the memorization process faster. Thus, we suggest a sec-
ondary variable of Proximity between target pairs as an additional
factor for investigation.

We assume the possibility of interaction between OFOV and
roximity. In particular, we hypothesize that the poorest recall
erformance would happen when participants attempt to mem-
rize Far target pairs with the smallest OFOV size in the experi-
ent, 30◦.
H3: Smaller OFOV sizes result in longer recall times when

nswering short-term recall tests and transfer tests.
Connected to the first hypothesis, we assume that there will

e more difficulty in recalling target pairs that were presented
n smaller OFOV sizes. In this context, however, this difficulty
anifests in the longer time it takes for participants to come up
ith a final answer, regardless of the correctness of the answer.
H4: With smaller OFOV sizes, participants will perform

lower and require more effort.
This experiment also looks into time and speed as a measure

f performance. In this hypothesis, we would like to identify two
articular segments of the experiment process: the memorization
nd recall task completion time during the training phases and
he amount of head rotation when performing the memorization
ask.

For the memorization and recall task completion time we
ssumed that trainees would require more time when viewing
maller OFOV sizes to completely register the target pairs as
isual stimuli. We also hypothesize that the speed at which
articipants rotate their head and shift their view to their left or
o their right (i.e., y-axis rotation) would be higher for smaller
FOV sizes.

.2. Experimental environment

We took motivation from previous studies on search and
emorization. In particular, we utilize a curved wall layout, sim-

lar to the one used by Gao et al. [24]. The main benefit of the
urved layout over the planar layout used by Gacem et al. [14]
nd Caluya et al. [13] is that the relative size of the target is not
ffected by its location on the surface, i.e., targets further away

rom the participants do not appear smaller than those right in

4

front of them. While some studies showed that utilizing land-
marks helps the memorization process [23] we used a simple grid
layout to avoid biasing the results. While locomotion paired with
a bigger visual overview of the environment may benefit spatial
memory [32], we opted not to ask participants to walk around the
environment to avoid motor memory from affecting the results.
This also allowed us to exclude potential confounding factors
from different OFOV sizes affecting how efficiently participants
navigated the environment.

We built the curved wall from five panel boards that were
equally spaced in a semi-circle around the user seated on a
stationary chair (40 cm height). They appear as 3D models in the
virtual world and actual panel boards in our transfer environment
(Fig. 1d). Each panel board (166 cm x 94 cm) contains 6 rows x 4
columns of 16 cm x 16 cm square icons inside it, shown as two
4 × 3 grids, one at the top and one at the bottom separated by
a thick black line that serves as a divider. Each square in the grid
only has a black border and a white background.

We kept the environment minimal to allow participants to
focus on the memorization task and to avoid memorable objects
functioning as landmarks. This allowed us to closely replicate
the virtual environment in the real world, but allow for some
differences requiring users to apply their knowledge in a differ-
ent environment. In the virtual environment the panels stand
on a blue floor in front of a gray background. In its physical
counterpart we use a green curtain and floor as the backdrop.

While our goal was to keep the two environments similar,
we assisted participants in the virtual environment by indicating
the target locations relative to their current view. This prevented
the task from becoming a search task and helped participants to
efficiently explore the virtual environment. We opted for the 3D
wedge indicator described by Gruenefeld et al. [40] (Fig. 1b,c).
This technique does not require physical modifications of the
HMD frame and has been shown to be effective in guiding users.
The wedge is a triangle that has one of its corners at the target
location and whose opposite side sticks into the OFOV. The wider
the visible side of the triangle, the further the participant needs to
rotate their head to bring the target into their view. The 3D wedge
thus encoded not only the direction, but also the distance to the
target making it easy for participants to find it. We rendered the
wedge in the same color as the target it was pointing to. During
training we showed the wedge for both targets, while only the
wedge for the target shown to the participants was visible during
the short-term recall tasks.

3.3. Experiment variables

The independent variable of this experiment is the OFOV with
three levels (30◦, 70◦, 110◦). We also defined the number of times
we assessed participants for each level. We denote short-term
recall tasks during training stage as R1-R4 and the transfer task
after 2 days as RT .

From our review of prior work we could not identify a com-
monly used set of FOV or OFOV sizes to evaluate its effects on
performance. Usually, the maximum FOV size is determined by
the used device, and any additional levels are spread between an
arbitrarily set minimum and this upper threshold [8,26,36].
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Fig. 3. Diagram illustrating the distribution of target pairs in one Set. Each
participant will memorize all three Sets, and view one Set with one OFOV level.

We used the HTC Vive, an immersive HMD capable of display-
ing up to 110◦ diagonal FOV, which became the upper threshold
of OFOV we could investigate. We selected a diagonal OFOV of
30◦, which is slightly smaller than the OFOV of the Microsoft
HoloLens used by Caluya et al. [13], as the smallest FOV. Finally,
we added an intermediate value of 70◦ to observe the OFOV
variable in three levels. The different OFOV sizes used for the
experiment affect the appearance of virtual objects when they are
positioned in the periphery (Fig. 1).

As an additional variable to consider, we included the Prox-
imity of each target pair. We defined 3 categories of proximity
according to the panels: Adjacent, Near, Far. An Adjacent pair of
targets are located on the same panel or at immediately neighbor-
ing panels. The panels of Near targets have one panel in between
them. Finally, the Far target pairs are on the extreme opposites
of the setup, having two or three panels in between them. Since
the vertical distance is limited (to at most 5 squares apart), we
have randomized this distance for the targets. Nevertheless, each
target pair in a Set has only one matching target pair in another
Set in terms of the X-Y distance and proximity category.

We counterbalanced variables in our experiment, mainly with
the three OFOV levels, using all order permutations. To avoid
carry-over effects between different OFOV levels we defined three
unique target Sets, consisting of 15 target pairs each. To ensure
that all target Sets present a similar degree of difficulty we first
defined a single Set that satisfied our Proximity requirements and
mirrored it horizontally and vertically to generate the other two
Sets, as shown in Fig. 3. For each Set we randomly assigned the
color of the targets (i.e., red or green). We also made sure that
the resulting Sets do not overlap. To avoid confusion between
learning difficulties of a particular Set and the OFOV levels we
counterbalanced the combinations of OFOV × Set.

The dependent variable that determines the training perfor-
mance of the participant is the test score, measured as the num-
ber of successful trials during the recall and transfer tasks with
a maximum score of 15. Aside from the score, we have also
included the performance time of the participants in the analysis.
We want to observe the duration of the training stage in terms
of memorization task completion time, the recall times on all
the recall tasks, as well as the overall training time for each
OFOV level. As we restricted the movements of the participant to
staying put in one location, we also gathered rotation data from
the HMD to observe movement differences across all OFOV levels.

We evaluate the subjective workload of the system under dif-
ferent OFOVs with the NASA-TLX Questionnaire [43]and collected
qualitative feedback about the participant’s experience.

3.4. Experimental procedure

We recruited 18 participants from the Nara Institute of Science

and Technology through an online announcement (5 female and

5

13 male, 24.78 ± 2.37 years of age). Based on a pre-experiment
survey, only 5 participants used an HMD for the first time. While
13 out of the 18 participants reported the use of personal visual
aids for daily use (e.g., contact lenses, eyeglasses), they did not
experience any difficulty viewing the scenario in the VR HMD.
While performing the experiment, these participants had nor-
mal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported no other visual
impairments.

The experiment took place over the course of 7 days, as shown
in Fig. 2. It comprised 3 phases spanning 3 days each. A new
phase started immediately after the previous phase ended. Each
phase featured a unique combination of OFOV × Set, so that each
participant was exposed to each OFOV level and Set level only
once, to prevent carry-over effects. The OFOV did not change
during a phase.

On the first day, participants signed a consent form, and were
informed about the experiment procedure, the task, and safety
procedures if they experience dizziness or discomfort during the
experiment. Finally, participants watched a video guide on how to
use the application before proceeding to the beginning with the
first phase of the experiment. Each phase included a tutorial stage
in which participants familiarized themselves with the interface
and the OFOV; a training stage in which participants had to
memorize the location of the 15 target pairs in the assigned
Set; and a retention stage that evaluated how well participants
recalled the learned locations 2 days later. Participants used the
HTC Vive controller to interact with the virtual environment that
was replaced with a laser pointer for the physical counterpart.

3.4.1. Tutorial stage
The tutorial stage consisted of a single memorization task

followed by a recall task. The memorization task required par-
ticipants to learn the location of three target pairs, while the
recall task required participants to recall the location of the
learned locations. We explain the memorization and recall tasks
in more detail for the training stage, below. During the tutorial
stage, participants could finish the recall task only after correctly
answering all three trials. The targets in the tutorial were the
same for all OFOV levels and did not overlap with any of the Sets
used during the training stage.

3.4.2. Training stage
The training stage consisted of four iterations of the memo-

rization and recall tasks conducted on the same Set of 15 target
pairs. Each target pair consisted of two targets, a red and a green
square that appeared somewhere on virtual boards surrounding
the user.

Memorization Task:
Participants initiated the memorization task by pressing onto

the main button of the controller. During the memorization task
participants were shown the target pairs in random order. When-
ever participants confirmed that they memorized the location of
the currently shown target pair by pressing on the main button
of the controller the next target pair appeared. After participants
were shown all 15 target pairs twice, the system automatically
progressed to the recall task.

Recall Task:
The recall task evaluated how well participants memorized the

location of the targets. For each target pair one of the targets
was randomly selected and shown to the participants who had
to recall the location of the missing target. Participants could
select one of the squares on the boards by pointing at them
with the controller. During the recall task a visible ray was cast
from the controller that indicated to participants where they are
pointing at. Participants confirmed their selection by pressing on
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he trigger of the controller. Each selection counted as a trial,
hich was judged as correct if participants selected the correct
quare on the boards. A visual indicator informed participants if
hey answered correctly or incorrectly. Participants had to con-
irm that they saw the feedback by clicking on the main button
f the controller. The system then proceeded to the next target
air, which was selected randomly from those not yet evaluated.
he recall task finished when participants completed a trial for
ach target pair of the Set. If necessary, the system automatically

proceeded to the memorization task for the next iteration. The
training program automatically logged the time, answers, and
head movement throughout the experiment.

3.4.3. Retention stage
To judge how well participants could retain the learned in-

formation, the retention stage featured a transfer task 48 h after
training phase completion. This transfer task was conducted on
our physical setup that was in a different room. After participants
were seated on the chair in the center of the boards, they were
handed a laser pointer that they could use to point at the board,
similar to the controller during the recall task. A researcher
indicated the location of a target with a laser pointer and the
participants were asked to indicate the location of its pair and
to verbally confirm the location they point at. The researcher
then noted down the selected location and indicated the location
for the next target pair, selected in random order by a program.
During this retention stage, the researcher recorded the time
with a stopwatch. This was repeated until the researcher inquired
about the location of all target pairs in the memorized Set. During
he retention task participants received no feedback on their
erformance. After completing the retention task, Participants
ere asked to fill out a NASA-TLX Questionnaire, marking the
ompletion of a phase.
After finishing phases 1 and 2, participants were directed to

he room where the tutorial and training stages were conducted
nd proceeded with the next phase. If they completed all three
hases, we asked them to take part in a short semi-structured
nterview where they could provide feedback on their experience
nd memorization techniques they might have used.
The experiment was approved by the institutional review

oard of the Anonymous University and took approximately
0 min on Days 1, 3, and 5 and less than 20 min on Day 7.
articipants received a remuneration of JPY 2000 (equivalent to
SD 18).

. Results

We compare the objective and subjective performance with
he different OFOV sizes during our experiment. We determine
tatistically significant differences using a threshold of 0.05 and
pply Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

.1. Test scores according to task

We categorize the results of test scores into two: the training
cores (considering R1−R4) and the retention scores (considering
cores from the last recall task in R4 and the transfer task RT
days after). In total, participants answered 3240 trials for the

hort-term recall tasks, and 810 trials for the transfer tasks. The
ummary of the test score results are shown in Fig. 4.
 w

6

Fig. 4. Test scores according to OFOV size and Task. Each training score is sig-
ificantly different from one another. The retention scores are also significantly
ifferent from each other. (*p < 0.05 ; Error bars represent standard error.)

.1.1. Recall test scores according to OFOV
Levene’s test did not detect a significant difference between

he levels of variance across the recall tasks (F (11,204) = 1.278,
≈ 0.274 for R1,2,3,4). However, a Shapiro–Wilk test showed

hat the results were not normally distributed p< 0.001. Thus
e carried out a Friedman’s test for all these observations with
onferroni correction for the adjustment of p values.
Considering the training scores, we did not find any statisti-

ally significant difference among the OFOV sizes, however, there
as a statistically significant difference for Task (R1 vs. R2 vs. R3
s. R4) from the results of the Friedman’s test, χ2(3) = 46.067,
< 0.001. A post-hoc test using Fisher’s Least Significant Differ-
nce (LSD) showed that all tasks are significantly different from
ach other. However, a more conservative pairwise Wilcoxon
igned-ranks tests showed no statistically significant difference
etween R3 and R4. Furthermore, the scores in R3 were higher
han in R2, which were higher than in R1. In terms of the training
cores, the results reject the hypothesis H1A.

.1.2. Retention test scores according to OFOV
Levene’s test did not detect a significant difference between

he levels of variance across the retention tasks (F (5,102) = 2.116,
≈ 0.069 for R4,T ). Like the treatment for the recall test scores,
e also carried out a Friedman’s test with Bonferroni correction
ecause the results were not normally distributed (Shapiro–Wilk:
< 0.001).
For the retention task, a Friedman’s test did not reveal a

tatistically significant difference between different OFOV s. Both
he LSD and Wilcoxon tests (Z = − 3.427, p < 0.001) showed that
4 had a higher score than RT . In terms of the retention scores,
he results reject the hypothesis H1B. Overall, the results reject
he main hypothesis H1.

We wondered if the OFOV helped participants generally mem-
rize the location, i.e., resulting in a higher number of near-
isses. We repeated our analysis classifying that all misses that

ie on a 3 × 3 subgrid centered on the correct location as cor-
ect. Our data was once again not normally distributed and a
riedman’s test did not reveal a statistically significant difference
etween the OFOV s.

.2. Test scores according to proximity of target pairs

As the recall and transfer tasks have an equal number of
djacent, Near, and Far targets, we considered further analysis

ith Proximity as an additional variable. Since the assumption of
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ormality is violated, we used Friedman test for these test scores.
o find possible interactions among OFOV, Task, and Proximity, we
an an Aligned Rank Transform (ART) procedure [44].

Taking the training scores into consideration, while there was
o statistically significant difference in terms of OFOV, the re-
ults showed that Proximity had statistically significant difference
χ2(2) = 29.662, p < 0.001), as well as Task (χ2(3) = 46.067,
< 0.001). The results from ART showed that there was an

nteraction between OFOV and Proximity (p ≈ 0.043). After per-
forming contrasts pairwise comparisons, results showed that the
scores and OFOV at 30◦ and 70◦ depended on the Proximity.
djacent target pairs viewed at 70◦ and Near target pairs viewed

at 30◦ produced better scores than their counterparts, Adjacent
target pairs viewed at 30◦ and Near target pairs viewed at 70◦,
respectively (p ≈ 0.042). Furthermore, Near target pairs viewed
at 30◦ and Far target pairs viewed at 70◦ produced better scores
than their counterparts, Near target pairs viewed at 70◦ and Far
target pairs viewed at 30◦, respectively (p ≈ 0.021).

Both Fisher’s LSD and Wilcoxon signed-ranks test revealed
that at p < 0.05, Adjacent targets had higher scores than Far
targets, and the Adjacent targets had higher scores than Near
targets. For Wilcoxon’s test with continuity correction, scores
from Adjacent target pairs were statistically significantly different
than scores from Near (Z = −9.392, p < 0.001) and Far (Z =

−8.347, p < 0.001) target pairs. Furthermore, Far versus Near
target pairs had statistically significant difference (Z = −2.405,
p ≈ 0.016.

In terms of retention, the results show a similar statistical
significance on the main effects (Task and Proximity), but did not
reveal any interactions among the variables. Using the Friedman
test, Proximity (χ2(2) = 28.727, p < 0.001) and Task (χ2(1) = 18,
p < 0.001) had statistically significant difference.

Fisher’s LSD test revealed that in the retention scores, with
p < 0.05, Adjacent targets had higher scores than Far targets, and
the Adjacent targets had higher scores than Near targets. How-
ever, after performing a more conservative Wilcoxon’s test, Far
versus Near target pairs had no statistically significant difference.
Scores from Adjacent target pairs were statistically significantly
different than scores from Near (Z = −6.124, p < 0.001) and Far
(Z = −5.545, p < 0.001) target pairs.

We have specified that closer targets would have a higher
recall rate. We have to qualify the support and rejection for H2.
The results partially support our hypothesis as Adjacent targets
yielded higher recall and retention among farther ones. But as Far
argets had better scores on the short-term recall tasks than Near
targets, the results do not fully support H2. The summary of the
scores according to Proximity is shown on Fig. 5.
7

Fig. 6. Average response times while performing the answering tasks according
to OFOV size and Task. Error bars represent standard error.

.3. Task completion times and head rotation

Our results for task completion times and head rotation did
ot violate the normality and sphericity assumptions. We thus
nalyzed them using an ANOVA with a post-hoc Tukey test.
A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA found no statistically sig-

ificant difference between FOVs, and response times for the
hort-term recall tasks and the transfer task (Fig. 6). It also did not
eveal an interaction effect between OFOV and Task. This result
hus rejects our hypothesis H3.

A 2-way repeated measures ANOVA also found no statisti-
ally significant difference among memorization task completion
imes, whether by OFOV or by Task. This is also true when looking
t the entire duration of one day of training.
We presented the distribution of head rotation data as a

eatmap plot (Fig. 7). The top-down view of the experiment
hows the relevant y-axis (up added) around which the par-
icipants’ heads rotated. We can see that participants rotated
owards the leftmost and rightmost panels more as the OFOV size
ot smaller. This indicates that they had to rotate their heads to
omplete the view of the target pairs, especially for the 30◦ OFOV.
n the other hand, the heatmap indicates that most of the time,
he viewport of the HMD remained centered and participants did
ot rotate their head much in the 110◦ OFOV since the larger
FOV size can show more objects. We compared the maximum
eflection from looking straight forward using a Friedman’s test
s the values were not normally distributed. The results showed
hat the deflection angles were significantly different (χ2(2) =
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Fig. 7. Visualizing the head rotations from the top-down view for the three
ifferent levels of OFOV, with each level separated by the radius grid lines.

0.333, p ≈ 0.005). Fisher’s LSD revealed that participants rotated
heir head further under the 30◦ condition than 70◦ and 110◦.

We also evaluated if participants overall rotated their head
significantly more, in terms of overall rotation during the training
and the average rotation velocity. We calculated the average
rotation velocity by dividing the overall rotation by the duration
of each session.

As the total amount of rotation did not violate the normality
assumption, we evaluated it with repeated measures ANOVA that
reported a statistically significant difference (F (2,34) = 3.447,
p ≈ 0.04). A post-hoc Tukey test revealed that participants ro-
tated less under 110◦ than 30◦ (p ≈ 0.027). As the average
rotation velocity also did not violate the normality assumption,
we performed a repeated measures ANOVA, reporting a statis-
tically significant difference in terms of OFOV (F (2,34) = 4.597,
p ≈ 0.017). A post-hoc Tukey test revealed that velocity val-
ues of 110◦ were smaller than those of 30◦ and 70◦, as both
pairwise comparisons were statistically significant with adjusted
p values of p ≈ 0.042 and p ≈ 0.017, respectively. The results
thus only partially supported our hypothesis in H4. Showing that
although the OFOV did not significantly affect the training time,
participants exerted more effort rotating their view while viewing
smaller OFOV sizes.

4.4. Preferences and evaluation from participants

After the experiment finished, we asked participants differ-
ent aspects of the training beyond the link between OFOV and
spatial memorization to get subjective feedback about how they
approached the task. The intrinsic motivation of the participants
vary. Three participants directly stated that they did not exert too
much effort to get correct answers, guessing or skipping items
they did not memorize. One participant directly expressed seri-
ousness in getting all the answers correct. Half of the participants
additionally expressed being overwhelmed about the number of
items to memorize. Six participants also noted that memorization
became easier as days progressed.

Since this was a task about memorizing spaces, it was im-
portant to ask their memorization techniques. Most participants
answered that they relied on the 2D grid structure of the panels
to memorize. Different participants had different ways of dividing
8

Fig. 8. Results from the raw NASA-TLX questionnaire. Error bars represent
standard error.

the memorizing space. When we asked participants about mem-
orization strategies, we found that they used a combination of
similar approaches, which we classified into three. First, seven
participants created a matrix/coordinate system for numerical
associations of the locations of the targets. Eight participants
broke down the panels into components or regions (e.g., gray
line makes a top and bottom block, thus treating the space as
10 boards of 4 × 3 squares). Finally, nine participants imagined
a target pair as part of a shape or a pattern.

We also asked participants to rate the cognitive load of the
tasks for each day they performed in the user study, via a raw
NASA-TLX questionnaire (Fig. 8). Using Friedman test, there was
no statistically significant difference.

We wanted to know if participants noticed and relied on the
wedge guides when they could not find target pairs. According
to participants, they all noticed the wedge guides. We also asked
participants on how reliant they were with the wedge guides on
a scale of 1 (‘‘I did not care") to 10 (‘‘I was using it frequently’’.),
participants reported an average of 7.5.

5. Discussion

According to results of the experiment, we were not able to
observe a statistically significant difference among the chosen
size of the OFOV of the HMD.

The task takes into account how fast and accurately the par-
ticipants were able to retrieve spatial information of a pair of
locations in their surroundings. In this section, we match the
objective results and participant reports with ideas in spatial
memorization and perception that may have played a role in the
study.

5.1. Test scores according to OFOV and task

We were not able to observe a statistically significant ef-
fect of the OFOV size on the scores of the spatial memorization
test, whether in short-term recall tasks or the transfer task. As
expected, the results also showed that after a few repetitions
of training, the performance in the recall tasks improved, but
not all of the memorized items are transferred onto the real
world. To explain the results in different perspectives, we refer
to two known processes about memory that differ in terms of
the amount of physical and mental effort exerted: automatic and
effortful [45].

First, there is automatic registration of memory, based on vi-
suospatial sketchpad idea from the working memory model [46].
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n our experiment, we assumed that this automatic memorization
enefited from a large OFOV where participants could effortlessly
ee both target pairs, regardless of proximity of target pairs.
owever, the results did not reflect any statistically significant
hange among OFOV sizes. Participants reported that they could
asily memorize the location of some targets, recalling them
orrectly in the first tests. These targets usually could be easily
ssociated with features of the environment, e.g., close proximity
o the edge. Here, the edge likely functioned as a landmark.

Second, adding intent to the process of memorizing spaces
roduces an effortful training, improving what is being regis-
ered automatically [47]. In the case of memory palaces [17,48],
articipants had to exert effort and change location to improve
emorization, whether by locomotion physically or by scene
ovement virtually. This intent may also manifest as ‘‘muscle
emory", or associating memorizing a location with a specific
otor movement, like the amount of necessary head rotation
eing linked to the distance between targets. Montello et al. [49]
xplained the role of the body in the spatial memorization pro-
ess. They highlighted how humans update knowledge of their
ocations based on perceived body speed and direction. If partici-
ants would rely on this muscle memory, this assumes that users
xerted extra effort, which might be the reason we detected no
ignificant difference among OFOV sizes according to the reten-
ion scores and their response times. Based on the results of the
xperiment, inducing effort through reducing OFOV may not be
elevant to the performance.

The linking of perception of the training environment to actual
erformance still needs further clarification. On one hand, the
articipants have reported different techniques and approaches
o their memorization process. On the other hand, the inherent
otivation to actually memorize the sets were different for each
articipant. Some participants were very eager to get all of the
nswers correct in as few tries as possible, while others decided
o skip hard to memorize items in favor of the ones that they have
lready memorized. While these techniques and motivations can
omehow connect to the fact that ease of the memorization
rocess can be aided with a certain OFOV size, it needs to be
erified in future studies.
Finally, results showed that scores had a significant difference

ccording to Task, not OFOV. Participants had more chance to
immediately improve scores on short-term recall tests, as these
happen as soon as the memorization task finishes. Hence, as
expected, we observed a learning effect on the training stage, and
a performance deterioration on the retention stage. As expected,
the task was challenging, with participants correctly recalling
only 9 of the 15 pairs in R4.

.2. Test scores according to proximity of target pairs

Proximity of the targets also had a role in the memorization
rocess. Looking at the results of all tests and the consistency
f participants’ observations after the whole study, correctly-
nswered target pairs were closely linked with proximity: either
he target pairs are close to each other that they fit the OFOV
which were confirmed to be the Adjacent target pairs), or they
re on the extreme opposite ends of the whole layout (which
ere the Far target pairs). From these observations, we highlight

the importance of spacing and grouping targets together.
The anticipation of objects in the periphery has been discussed

y Ragan et al. [35] as an affordance of a large FOV. Our results
howed that for a large OFOV like 110◦, farther targets (Near and
ar) produced similar outputs. This may indicate that at a certain
hreshold value of OFOV size, users may regard the periphery
ith the same level of anticipation. Furthermore, in the case
f Near target pairs, these positions represent locations found
9

ear the immediate periphery of the overlay area when a person
oes not perform head rotations. This combination of a lack of
ead rotation, a shift away from the visual center, and an even
estricted view brought about by small OFOV sizes may have
ontributed to the participants forgetting such pairs.

.3. Task completion times and head rotation

As mentioned, some participants only focused on target pairs
hat they were sure they memorized. For items that they could
ot memorize, they either guessed or opted to skip by selecting
random location. On the other hand, those who had a strong

ntrinsic motivation to memorize everything and to have a perfect
core, with an intention to answer carefully. Thus, response times
uring recall tasks have varied.
Furthermore, the distribution of the head rotations along the

-axis map well with the Proximity classification of the target
airs on the corresponding panel. The Adjacent target pairs are
asily viewed with larger OFOV sizes because there was no trun-
ation, while Far targets are more difficult to view in one frame
hen the OFOV sizes are smaller.
Looking at the distribution of rotations from the top-down

iew (Fig. 7) and the results of the rotation data analysis, the
10◦ OFOV had the least rotation. This meant that most of the
ime, participants did not have to shift their attention somewhere
lse. Given that they had the maximum OFOV size at that mo-
ent, they could accommodate the greatest amount of visual

nformation. The 30◦ OFOV demonstrated the opposite, where
articipants had to rotate themselves to the left and the right
ore than the other two OFOV levels. This implies that partic-

pants had to exert more effort to visually inspect the scenario
nd locate the target pairs, aside from the actual memorization
tself.

The statistically significant difference in the average velocity
evealed that the physical performance of the task is affected
y the OFOV. Although, the more appropriate observation was
hat with a large OFOV of 110◦, participants did not have to
otate much more than how they did with the other two OFOV
izes. Aside from this, given that the rotation amount and velocity
alues for 30◦ and 70◦ did not have a statistically significant dif-
erence, it would be interesting to investigate the threshold OFOV
ize where the rotation speed values would change significantly.

.4. Preferences and evaluation from participants

The tendency to remember locations with respect to positions
ithin the grid has been explored [50], citing the observation
bout a worse performance for content memory in the presence
f grid lines. This supports our participants’ claims of ignoring the
ontent of the target pairs (the colors red or green) as the training
essions progressed.
In terms of the NASA-TLX scores, Friedman’s ANOVA may have

een too restrictive to produce statistically significant differences.
owever, the difference could potentially become significant with
ore participants. The high evaluation score and the overall
wareness of the presence of the wedge guides indicate that
hese visualizations of off-screen virtual objects are beneficial for
articipants wearing OST-HMDs.

.5. Visual characteristics of the training environment

When designing the experiment, the task and the environment
ere major considerations. To keep the results consistent, certain
arameters have already been set in place.
The view of the training environment in the experiment that

mulates the view of the person wearing an actual OST-HMDmay
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lay a role. Since the scene is a simulation of an AR environment,
he view consists of the OFOV, where the virtual objects can be
een occluding the real world on the background, and the periph-
ral FOV where only the real world can be seen. In this scenario,
he application still presents a constant view of the real world in
ts fullest extent, which does not always match the size of the
FOV. Most studies [4,31,34] limited the overall FOV, thus also
imiting the view of the real world, leaving a blacked out space
utside of the viewable area. However, this experiment only ad-
usted the OFOV. The availability of the peripheral FOV as source
f visual information may have still kept a frame of reference for
articipants to use. Thus, regardless of the OFOV, participants still
ad access to crucial landmark information provided by the real
orld to mentally construct a spatial map.
Aside from the distinction between the overlay view and the

eal-world view mentioned earlier, saliency of the virtual objects
gainst the environment is also important, as identifying such
lements that are distinct from a regular perception of the envi-
onment would assist participants in their visual judgment of the
cenario. Hassan et al. [29] have made this distinction important
y pairing up contrast levels with specific minimum FOV sizes
o achieve an efficient navigation. Trepkowski et al. [26] has also
ointed out how information density, when linked closely to the
mall FOV sizes of HMDs, could affect search performance.
Given these studies, the environment went hand in hand with

nformation on the display. The main idea behind using only
he monochromatic background (i.e., black, white, gray) was to
nsure that the rest of the colors can be designated as the colors
f the training objects. In this user study, red and green were
he target objects, while blue served as the laser pointer color
uring the training stages. Unlike the more detailed virtual envi-
onment [17,48], our work eliminated extraneous details which
ight be considered important virtual landmarks. Nevertheless,
e would argue that our findings apply at least partially to more
omplicated environments. First, the individual boards could be
onsidered as landmarks providing guidance to participants. Sec-
nd, our results suggest that as long as a landmark is not visible at
he same time as the augmentation, participants will not gain any
enefit from a larger OFOV. Furthermore, increasing the distance
etween the target users have to memorize and the landmark
ill likely diminish the benefits of said landmark, suggesting that
small OFOV will provide a similar degree of association and

earning outcomes.
This training environment with minimal color choices helped

ith minimizing the mental load of memorizing. Participants did
ot mind the actual positions of the colors, and instead focused
n the spatial relationship. Furthermore, unlike studies on virtual
emory palace applications, the stimuli for this experiment were
trictly visual, without any additional complexities brought about
y faces [17] or imageability of words [48].

.6. Experiment limitations

Primarily, the maximum FOV of the VR device as a restriction
lso became the limitation of the experiment itself. Deploying
he experiment in an HMD (whether as an immersive HMD or
ST-HMD) that would accommodate OFOV sizes from very large
preferably as wide as the human vision) to small would be ideal.
e also investigated only one spatial memorization task. There
ay be other tasks that require skill transfer, spatial or otherwise,

or which OFOV size could play an important role.
The design of the environment is also something that should

e noted. In real and actual work spaces, many environment
hanges happen, like lighting or potential distractions, and work-
rs may move around instead of just sitting down. In our exper-
ment we exposed participants to a transfer environment that
10
slightly differed from the training one to simulate knowledge
transfer to a different situation, i.e., we did not replicate the back-
ground or lighting of the transfer environment in VR. Although we
would argue that this change did not have a significant impact on
the results as the background was uniform and did not introduce
additional noise that could distract participants, we cannot ex-
clude the possibility that it could have had an unexpected effect.
The impact of distractions and the replication quality should thus
be explored in the future.

This experiment only featured a static scene for the training
application, as participants experience the training in a stationary
position. As the experiment restricted the movements to ego-
centric rotations and head movements, the relationship between
OFOV and dynamic factors were not observed (e.g., the optic
flow of the scene, potential visual interruptions, or extraneous vi-
sual stimuli). Allowing movement would be an interesting future
work.

While we designed the experiment with less visual and se-
mantic complexity to ease the memorization task, we still expect
generalizability of the findings to real world contexts as we
envision that participants would be able to use this application in
the real world with a variety of contexts, and we demonstrated
the training transfer of spatial maps from the virtual to the real
world as well.

The experiment also presented a randomized recall test in-
stead of a free recall or serial tests, as we have also presented
the order of target pairs in a randomized manner during the
training stages. While we may have eliminated order effects in
the memorization process, a different procedure for assessment
may yield different results and insights.

It is important to note that all our participants were young
students in their mid-20s. As such, before our findings can be
generalized they need to be verified with a different participant
cohort, who may have different physical and mental conditions.

While we could not observe a significant effect of the OFOV on
the number of pairs participants could memorize, or the cognitive
load, we cannot exclude the possibility that the OFOV affected
the participants’ confidence when selecting a target. This aspect
should be considered in future studies that explore the effects of
OFOV.

Finally, intrinsic motivation to perform the training task can
also be improved. If the goal of all participants is to perfect the
score, they can equally pay importance and attention to all the
objects they should memorize. Other dynamic interactions that
would encourage the learning of content should be explored,
rather than mere visual search or inspection of the targets in a
stationary position.

6. Conclusions and future work

In sum, we presented an experiment that investigates the
effects of the OFOV size in HMDs on task performance, partic-
ularly, on the skill of memorizing spatial maps. To provide a
demonstrative example, this study focused on the spatial rela-
tionships between two virtual objects. The findings revealed that
the large OFOV (110◦) showed the least amount of head rotations,
indicating an ergonomic advantage when performing repeated
training. However, results suggest that the selection of OFOV
sizes did not significantly contribute to any negative or positive
task performance. Furthermore, it did not significantly affect any
aspect of the memorization, from the correct responses, to the
task efficiency indicated by the response time, to participants’
preferences.

The post-experiment interviews revealed that the performance
of the task is still influenced by many other factors like confidence
or intrinsic motivation, and not directly by the perceptual issues
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ue to limited OFOV. Thus, this experiment provides a counter-
oint to the criticism that the OFOV size in OST-HMDs directly
ffects task performance. For companies and organizations that
re deploying or would like to deploy AR-based modules to
rainees, choosing an OST-HMD may not matter in terms of the
ctual task performance, but the ergonomic advantage of having
larger OFOV size should still be taken into consideration. It is
lso important to analyze what kind of memorization techniques
he trainees are familiar with, so that a specific category of OFOV
ize accompanies such technique.
Even when previous work [26,29] have identified critical FOV

ngles for an efficient spatial task performance, they only ac-
ounted for minimum FOV angles with a certain visual aspect. In
ur experiment, we did not have this correspondence, as all our
onditions have the same contrast levels or information density.
or future work, our suggestion is to look at better FOV (or OFOV)
ize thresholds and critical points, or re-frame the experiment
ith a relevant visual aspect. Identifying the minimum OFOV size
hat will not affect spatial memorization will just be as important
s identifying the starting large OFOV size where the performance
ill stay the same even if the OFOV size increases.
We also suggest exploring other training scenarios where

FOV size is crucial. This study defined the ‘‘complete view‘‘
s the appearance of two virtual objects (or possibly more) on
he same view, which meant that the farther these objects are
rom each other, the less likely they can be accommodated by a
arrow OFOV. It may be important to explore the consideration
f ‘‘complete view’’ as large-scale virtual objects or information
hat is larger than the OFOV allows. In this context, it would
lso be important to verify our findings with a different partic-
pant cohort and modified experiment conditions, e.g., inclusion
f landmarks, a task that requires participant engagement, or
hysical movement in the environment. Another interesting di-
ection would be to explore if the combination of memorization
echniques with a specific OFOV size is especially beneficial for
sers who have good or poor spatial ability or memorization
kills.
Finally, as our experiment was a simulation of an OST-HMD,

nd visibility of the real world may affect the results it would be
mportant to repeat our experiment on an OST-HMD capable of
ugmenting a large OFOV.
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